
Genesis Victim
A seriously killer coming of age story

Business Plan 2018



Mangled Media and Impala Films are happy and excited to announce that they are moving into pre-
production on the feature film GENESIS VICTIM. This is the first co-produced feature from two highly
ambitious companies and is being made for commercial distribution in the UK, CANADA, USA and
EUROPE.

Having had festival success with short films and gaining experience working in commercials and
music videos Mangled Media are moving ahead into feature films intended for commercial release.

An experienced crew and talented up-and-coming young actors shall be bought together to shoot
the film in the UK. This independent horror/thriller film is being made to appeal to both the young
male (18-35) and female (18-35) target audience.

The film can be made for £100,000 which allows us to recoup the budget quickly considering the
popularity of the genre.

Executive Summary



Emma leaves home to start university, a place where she can learn about herself and about other
people. At the start she struggles with fitting in and trying to figure out who she wants to be. After
meeting art student Chloe, she starts to develop a new friendship.

The two girls get closer and Emma starts to become more comfortable with herself and around
others.

The girls' relationship gets deeper and darker, until one day they decide to form the ultimate bond
and live their mutual fantasy formed in violent, bloody murder.

Synopsis



The popularity and demand for horror films has never been higher. Horror films have been box office
hits in 2017, while more than doubling its market share of money made and tickets sold.

Independent horror films have and continue to be ground breakers and audience demand only
continues to increase.

Industry Analysis

Cost - $5,000,000

Gross - $254,000,000

Cost - $500,000

Gross - $55,000,000

Cost - $150,000

Gross - $194,000,000

Cost - $5,000,000

Gross - $278,000,000



We will be targeting a limited festival run, aiming to screen at Raindance, London Film Festival,
Screamfest, Horror-on-Sea. We would also be targeting bigger festivals such as Cannes, Sundance
and Berlin.

After the festival run we would be looking at a limited cinema release, finding smaller independent
cinemas, targeting towns with a young adult demographic.

We would then be looking at selling digitally through various platforms such as iTunes, Amazon,
Hulu, youtube, facebook and Netflix. This would happen gradually and at a schedule that would be
set to maximise sales.

We would also look to sell DVD and Blu-ray and would specifically sell a special edition, so as to
have it as a premium collectors item.

Marketing/Distribution



The production management are raising a £100K production budget to fully deliver the feature for a
November 2018 launch. Become an Executive Producer:

• Pro-rata stake in all net profits (above costs) on all mediums in all regions for the lifetime
sales of the film and related merchandise.

• A personalised named credit (for a company or individual) as Associate Producer on the
credits for the film.

• An imdb.com generated credit to the same effect.

• 2 premiere tickets for the premiere launch party - attended by the stars.

• Regular updates on the film's progress and exclusive access to material pre-release. An
advance copy of the DVD prior to the broadcast.

* Your investment stake is returned before the pro rata royalty becomes payable, ensuring that the
contributors to the film have their investment returned in the first instance.

** The production management are raising finance for the film by distributing 50% of the profit
revenue stakes for the film - whilst the remaining 50% is spread between the attached talent and
producers of the film.

*** Revenue is defined as any revenue relating to the film or associated merchandise for the lifetime
sale of the products in all regions.

Get Involved



Contact Us

MANGLED MEDIA

Mangledmedia.co.uk

Westwinds

Durham Road

Rochford

Essex, SS4 3AE

Joe Duncombe (Producer/Director)

0752393196

Mangledmediax@gmail.com


